LAFON will support you in your energy storage, distribution and management projects, wherever you are in the world.

400 employees
61 years’ experience
10 sites

The leading French equipment manufacturer for the fuel distribution sector.

LAFON
44, avenue Lucien Victor Meunier
33530 BASSENS
+33 5 57 80 80 80
contact@lafon.fr
WWW.LAFON.FR

CREATING SOLUTIONS
FUELLING PAYMENTS
NEW ENERGIES
About LAFON

Founded in Bordeaux in 1959 and part of the MADIC group since 2006, LAFON is a leading industrial group which specialises in Energy (storage, distribution and management) and unattended payment solutions.

With 400 employees and 10 sites in Europe and Africa, LAFON is a designer and developer of innovative solutions, ensuring clients get the most out of their service stations, private fleets and recharge points for electric vehicles.

LAFON is committed to growth through sustainable development.

VISION : Places serving people

MISSION : To design and develop smart, secure and reliable solutions for the storage, distribution and management of fossil fuels and renewable energy.

VALUES : Respect for People, Company and the Planet

Know-how

PUBLIC STATIONS
A comprehensive, secure and round the clock solution, in the distribution of automotive energies and the supervision of points of sale.

PRIVATE STATIONS
A one-stop solution for fuel distribution in high-risk environments and private fleet management.

ENGINEERING
A dedicated team of engineers for even the most complex projects.

SUPPORT & TRAINING
A team of specialists, providing technical support for professionals.

LAFON and subsidiary sites

- **LAFON (HQ)** Bassens FRANCE
- **LAFON (factory)** Périgny FRANCE
- **LAFON (factory)** Faye l’Abbesse FRANCE
- **P2M (trucks)** Ludres FRANCE
- **MADIC Italia (payment)** Cardano al campo ITALY
- **TLM & OD (payment)** Exeter UNITED-KINGDOM
- **LAFON ESPANA (HQ)** Madrid SPAIN
- **LAFON ESPANA (factory)** Burgos SPAIN
- **REPOSA LAFON (factory)** Leon SPAIN
- **LAFO PETROLYNA** Ain Borda ALGERIA

Trades

- **FUEL PUMPS**
- **AUTOMATIC PAYMENT TERMINALS**
- **MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS**
- **STORAGE TANKS**
- **PETROLEUM EQUIPMENT**
- **TANK TRUCKS**
- **PLUG & PLAY STATIONS**
- **ALTERNATIVE ENERGIES DISTRIBUTORS**
- **TECHNICAL SUPPORT**